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Abstract. This paper provides a un,fying mathematical proof which replaces a mechanical certi- 
fication of the optimal paraiieiization of sorting networks on a case by case basis. Paraiielization 
of sequentiai program traces by means of a semantic-preserving transformation is alscussed in 
the literature in the context of a method for synthesis of systolic architecture. The issue of optimal 
paraiieiization is important in systolic design. The mathematical proof provides a better insight 
into the fundamental aspects of the transformation. 
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111 Ill3 LlIlI8.I. voi~ume Ul L,,b _fI “J J Computer Programming, Knuth has presented 
sorting networks for “constrained” type ot sorting [5]. A node in a sorting netvdork 
is a comparator module which takes elements as inputs, compares them and, if 
necessary, interchanges them into ascendkg order. Knuth has also Intrcduced a 
suitable rqx-esentation tor a sorting network. 1 he representation for insenron sort 
-&h five inputs is &own in Fig. 1. The eiements enter from the left. The comparator 
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Fig. 1. Sorting network without overlap for insertion sort, delay = 10. 
* An earlier version of this paper was presented at the seventh confererlce of Foundations of Software 
Technology and Theoretical Computer Science, Pune, India, 
03l4-3975~9~j~O3.5fi (TJ i3W- _ . Fisevier Science Publishers B.V. i North-Hoiiand) 
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modules are represented by vertical connections between two ho rizontal lines -which 
correspond to elements of the sequence. The numbers come out on the right, in 
ascending order from top to bottom. Knuth presents sorting networks for several 
sorting algorithms. He also introduces the Zero-one principle to pro-de the validity 
of a sorting network. 
An important advantage of s crting networks is the possibility cf overlapping 
operations of comparator modules to minimize the dehy through the network. For 
example the sorting network shown in Fig. 1, performs all comparisons in sequentiai 
order and the delay is 10. However the delay can be reduced to 7 by overlapping 
the operations of two comparator modules as shown in Fig. 2. Note that each 
comparison is done at the earliest possible time in this new “concurrent” network. 
ln thus Ira*,)~vt -f -c .+:-rc -m+..r-rlr CL- --,111, _ - ._ iii &ii% Gii‘*.-ri%. iii 2 5bJlirrig iiGi’r;r ei ~, LiiL piijlrlblll _._~... 31p ~~~~~~~~~ Lui,bu,,Lf;cj is 10 
find the maximal overlap of comparator modules without changing the underlying 
semantics of the network. A methodology for parallelization of specific sorting 
networks and the optimality problem are discussed in [2] and [8]. The cited work 
was done in the context of a method for synthesis of systolic architecture [3,4]. 
Bar&&ation sf a sequential WLWUiiOii iiKi2 25 ZL CX*l.l&i reyliirsimnt tijf the sptxific 
methodology. The optimality of the resulting systolic architecture depends on the 
optimality of the derived parallel trace. Thus, in general, automated derivation and 
a guarantee of optimality are important issues. The automated derivation, as will 
be seen later, is achieved through the Ravel Transform. The proofs for optimal 
concurrency for the bitonic sort [2] and the irssertist? :nrt [S] are mechanical and 
use the Bover-Moore theorem prover [I]. The proofs depend on d programming 
methodoiogy [6,7] which can de4 f~~mai!y tGh eonou p’@gC-v, The !nethfid proc,, ofids _, 
r-s _.‘” nft~mrmtino ff-- CBIPPPPCC~~~P~~~ ncls--l~a~;--- +k- * -__‘v’“i~“;“& _ G-JY;iidx -: i”J yGzr iiiiLiiLb LPCL p?GgrZK =~~=.n~-te~~+- cc=-_; rAbudr~~ki 3bbp G~5~d 8d 
certain properties of the program that allow changes in the sequential executions 
without chang antics. !FGr a sorting network, the commutcitiuity and the 
idemporence of CO he efiies used to c e 
the order of se ize. 
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This paper includes a “mathematical” proof of optimal concurrency in place of 
a mechanical proof. We use the formalism in [2] and [8] and provide the necessary 
extensions to make the mathematical proof possible. A mathematics! proof provides 
t into the problem versus 3 mechanical proof where certain ideas are 
hidden in a black box, namely the theorem prover. The insight has enabled us to 
prove new results. Instead of separate proofs as in [2] and [8] for two different 
srrrting networks, we provde a unifying proof technique which works in general. In 
fact the mathematical proof of optimality holds for any network of comparator 
hmodules. 
Section 2 describes the necessary formalism and the notation. The main result 
and proofs are described in Section 3. 
2. Traces and their transformations 
Foilowing Knuth [5], CS(X, y) denotes the comparator module that accesses the 
array ajo. * = n] of elements and compares elements a[x] and a[y] (0 s _I* y < n) and 
then interchanges them into order if necessary. A simple comparator module es(x) 
(16 x s n) compares adjacent array elements a[x] and a[x - 13. For ease of under- 
standing, we will use simlnlFs rPrmrParatfbr rrrnAlv?-w ir3 e33r exrpae!-~- the nvtancinn ly.” VV..IpU.U.V. .r.VUU.H” 1.1 VU. pa*-9 W,\CW..U.“.. 
to regular comparator modules is straightforward. The sequential trace of a sorting 
network will consist of a sequential list of comparator modules. 
2.1. Trace representation and execution time 
Fnllowing the work of Lengauer and Huang [S], we we mdtilcvel lists which 
allow us t_~ represent parallel executions. A comparator module es(i) will be 
represented .ds I‘ iz? the lists. In a multilevel list, alternate list levels represent sequential 
execution and parallel execution in turn. The outermost list level (level 1) and all 
odd list levels will always #denote sequential execution. The first nested list level 
(level 2) ard all even list levels of a multilevel list will represent parallel execution. 
Hence, our represer ,tation of a sequential insertion sort trace on a six element array 
is: 
(I21321332154321) 
If we restrict the execution time of a sorting network to be solely dependent on the 
execution time of a comparator module and -we assert a unit execution time for 
each comparator mod,!,, 11 p the sequential insertion sort has execution time n( n + II J/2. _ 
_A parallel trace of ‘,h_,e insertion_ sort ex_am$e wcpuio ‘be; 
(12(31)(42)(531)(42)(31)21) 
In Section 3, such a trace will be written as: 
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where ( ) denotes parallel execution. The transformation that yielded t”ais trace can 
he pW;i,rmled on any size array and results in an ~x~rl~~iP-sn time of 2rs - 1 (assume -..-VUCPI 
instantaneous forks and joins). Thus, the transformation has improved the execution 
time of the insertion sort from quadratic to linear in the length of the array. 
With this representation, we can determine the execution time of any multilevel 
trace by use of the following recursive Lisp-like function as presented in [g]: 
(IF (NLISTP L) 
(IF L= NIL 
(IF FLAG=‘PAR 
(MAX (EXEC-TIME ‘SEQ (CAR L)) 
(EXEC-TIME ‘PAR (CDR L))) 
(PLUS (EXEC-TIME ‘PAR (CAR L)) 
(EXEC-TIME ‘SEQ (CDR L))))) 
where L is the trace, FLAG is the mode of execution (‘SEQ or ‘PAR) and NLISTP 
is the negation of LISTP. Note that the first cal! to EXECTIME has FLAG = ‘SEQ. 
2.2. &man tic-preserving operations and paralleliza tion 
The intent of a semantic-preserving operation on a sequential trace is to transform 
it to a scmaritical!y quivalent trace. The semantic properties of comparator modules 
are: 
Idempotence: A comparator module that can be executed once or any number of 
times consecutively with the same effect is idempotent. 
C’ommutativit_v: Two comparator modules kl st can be executed ir! arq order with 
ihe 3h111e efiect are said to be commutative. 
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(CiC.)-_ /d- p\ I n-vkmrn..+~~~ /snmnnrr-at 1 \ Lj C i / \~Ull~~~~U~lll~ kUlllyC6l C.&LOT KiGdi;!eSJ . 
The d&t may vote that all comparator modules are idempotent. Idempotence 
allows comparator modules to be introduced into or deleted from a trace. 
_A_ 5eYYlnfl!ta’r-=prscpvlGa?g trmsjf?mmafim ,q ofi 2 seq ueniial trace T is defined as a 
composition of finitely many semantic-preserving operations which possibly yields 
some new trace T’. We write T-SG T’. 
Semantic-preserving operations provide a means of transforming a sequential 
trace into some other sequential trace. The objective of a parallelizing transformation 
is to transform a sequential trace to a possibly parallel trace. To do so, we must 
examine the dependence between comparator modules in a trace since independent 
modules could be executed in parallel. The notion of dependence between two 
comparator nkdu Lo UUI. --1~~‘~~ fi0m be defined as follows: 
Let C, and C, be comparator modules of the form 
C, = cs(i, j), CZ = cs( k, I). 
We define C, - C, (read as C1 is dependent on &;) if and only if 
C,-C, @ {i,j}n{k,C}#f3 and C,#CZ. 
Note that if Ci = CZ, we consider these comparator modules independent. 
Two comparator modules are said to be independent if they are not dependent. 
The reader may note that two consecutive comparator modules in a trace are 
commutative if and only if they are independent. . 
Similarly, vc many define L Iinrariy dependent sequence. Given a sequentiai trace 
T=(CC2. . . C,J, T is called linearly dependent if and only if Ci - Ci+l (1 s i s k - ,l”- 
II” AI’ 
A para&;i;ing transfbrm 92 turns a sequential trace T into a possibly multilevel 
list T’ by exploitilrg independence of comparator modules and grouping those 
modules together into parallel lists. We write T 4’s T’. 
2.3. Semanhz equivalency and minimal (parallel) execution time 
Through the use of sernanaic preservlrrg transforms and para!le!izing transforms3 
we can define a ~~fl2ti*;e+ . s-_irii;,,r.irSh!ly sqAurvalcnt tract. 
A multileve!, trace T” is said to be semanticaiZy equivalen? to a sequential trace T 
if and only if T” is obtained from T by a semantic preserving transform and/or a 
parallelizing transform. We write T -+9 T’-,‘” T” or T *‘k T’-+” T” where s 
and/or 59 may be the identity transformation. e write T” f s 
$/semantically equivalent to T). 
L”oe&&i- tt:e trace T - (1 5 7 1 2 3 6). The following are exampies of traces 
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(2) (I 5 7 I 2 (3 53 6j {by idempotence, we may introduce a second 5 and commute 
it with 7, 1, 2, 3, but not 6; 3 and 5 may be executed in parallel due to their 
independence}; 
(3) ((1 5 7 (12 3) 16) {note that (12 3) is in sequence. 1,5,7 and the sequence 
(1 2 3) are in parallel}; 
whereas the following are not semantically equivalent to T: 
(4) (1 5 7 1 2 3) (6 is missing}; 
(5) (1 5 7 (1 3) 2 6) (2 is not commutative with 3); 
(6) (15 7 ( (12) 6 3) ) (3 is not independent from (12) and cannot be executed 
in parallel with it}. 
2.4. Subsequences 
Our proof of an optimally concurrent transform for sorting networks involves the 
analysis of a subsequence of a trace. A subsequence of a sequential trace T = 
(C,C,. . . C,,) is of the type ( Cj,CjzCjl. . . CJ, ) where Vi 1 sj# s n and ji i ji+l . 
Therefore, a list of any comparator modules taken from a trace is a subsequence 
if the original sequential order of those modules is preserved in that subsequence. 
The definition of a linearly dependent sequence can no’-i 
. easi’iy be app;& ‘;a 
subsequences to provide the notion of a linearly dependent subsequence. Additionally, 
the maximum Zinearl?, dependent subsequence of a trace T is defined as a linearly 
dependent subsequence of T !!lith the maximum length (i.e. the maximum number 
of dependent comparator modules). This length will be denoted by 1(T). 
2.5, The op?irflal transformation 
T-i- - 
1 ne Qbj&$ie Qf an optimally concurrent transform -Tii, which is semantically 
equivalent to the sequential trace T, ia tb pLvvi& rk minimai (parailel) execution 
the i>f T such that 
EXECTIME(FLAG 7-“) = MIN(EXEL’TIME(FLAG T’)[ T’=s T}. 
The optimal transformation as proposed in [8] con+ts of two functions: RAVEL 
and RAVEL-TRANS 
The function ( I T’) adds a compprator module I to a two-level trace T’ 
as described below. Since T’ is a two-level trace, T’ is a sequential list consisting 
of parallel lists ( T’ = (L, L2. . . L,,)). places I into either: 
(1) the last parallel list L,, if I is commutative with all comparator modules in 
T’ and I is not previously encountered in T’; 
(2) some parallel list L, such that I is dependent on some comparator module 
in parallel list L, + , , I is commutative with ah1 comparator modules in Lj, j s i and 
I is not previously countered in T’; 
(3) a new parall list at the left hand side of T’ is created to hold I if I is 
endent on some comparator e in e first element raveled into 
T’; 
‘a ce iS 
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As an example, consider (RAVEL7 ((1) (2) (3 6))). The new T’is ((1) (2 7) (3 6)). 
The 7 is commutative with i and 2, but is dependent on 6 because; 7 a~es~es array 
elements 7 and 6. Hence, 7 is placed in parallel with 2. 
) ravels the sequential trace T element after element 
. The comparator modules from T are raveled into T’ 
starting from the rightmost module in T and working leftward. 
on the trace T = (1 5 7 1 2 3 6) results in the concur- 
rent trace T’= ((0 (5 7 2) (3 6)). 
3. The main aesdt 
Hn this section, we show that is “optimal” in the sense 
that it produces a parallel trace with minimal execution time, from a given sequential 
+rqce. Although a similar result was shown in [2,8] using a mechanic4 theorem 
prover, we feel, however, that a mathematical proof provides more insight into the 
problem vs. a mechanical p-o”p ~~~~~~~ Pn+.+rl;n trrrr ideas are hidden in a black box, 1 W& “V Ilbib U&l CLCIlI RbJ 
namely the theorem prover. To show the main resuh, a sequence of lemmas are 
required. First, we have the following easily shown lemma. 
emma 3.L 
transform. 
M is a semantic preserving and parallelizing 
In what foilow:, we show that for every multilevel list, there exists a semantically 
equivaient 2_‘___-1 ^ __ -
~evtx iist which has exaciiy the same execution time. For ease of 
pXpressioR, (. . .) and I.. .) are used to denote sequential and parallel !ists, respec- 
tively (i.e., terms in ( . . . ) and ( . . .) are executed in sequence and in parallel, 
respectivel: )_ Before presenting the detailed proof, we consider examples of convert- 
ing a 3-level list into a semantically equivalent 2-level list with the same execution 
time. This, hopefully, will allow the read:r to have a better understanding of the 
proof. Now, consider a 34evel sequential list (((a b)(c d))((ef)( g h ))), where 
a, b, . s . , h are comparator modules. In this list, one can see that 
((a b)(d)) and ((ef)(gh)) are executed in sequence, 
(a b) and (cd) (also (e&f) and (g/r)) are executed in parallel, 
a and b (also c and J, e and 4; g and h) are ex,cuted in sequence. 
So, ((a b)(d)) =s ((a c)(b d)) and ((ef)(g h)) =s ((eg)(fh)). As a result, (((a & 
(cO((ef)(g W =s ((a 4th &~egWk i.e., 
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Now, consider a 3-level parallel list (((a b)(cd))((ef)(g k))). !n this case, (n R) 
and (c d) (also l,e 4 > and (g h)) are executed sequentially, while hx, 6 (also c, d etc.) 
are executed in parallel. Ht is then reasonably easy to see that (((Q h)(c d))- 
WfXg W) =:s I@befXc&zW), i.e., 
In general, we have the following. 
Lerrarna 3.2. For every multilevel list, there exists a semaniicaiiy eyuivaieni Sieve1 list 
with the same execution time. 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the number of levels (n). Let L be an 
n-level list. 
(Induction base): The case n = 1 or 2 is trivial. 
(Induction hypothesis): Assume that the assertion is true for k-level lists, where 
k 2 2. In other words, given an arbitrary k-level list L, there exists a ‘Sieve1 list L’ 
such that L zs L’ and EXECTlME( L) = EXECTIME( L’). 
(Induction step): Consider the case when n =k+l.Let Ebraleveijdepth) k-1 
S&G& of L, i.e., i consists of three alternations of sequential and parallel executions. 
In what follows, we show how to rewrite the 3-level ist c5 using semantic preserving 
operations, as a 2-level list vllh~ #he wrne my--+;- G-n pJ=;v:, elk;: of [he f~!,io~difig _ __ --_...w ~~.~v,*L..“AY .1111b. 
two cases is true. 
Case 1 (L is sequential): Let L = ( L1 L2. , . L,), where L, , L2 3 . . . , L, are executed 
sequentially and by definition we have EXECTIME( L) = CL, EXECTIME( Li). 
Each Li is a parallel list which is of the form (Li,, Li.2. . . Li,d,), for some di a 1: and 
each L,j is a sequential ist of the form (Ci,j,l . . . Ci,/,,<,,), for some & 2 1, where 
each Ci,j,, is a comparator module which requires a unit execution :i;r,e. Without 
1~~s of generality, we may further assume that for every i9 j and j’, J,4 =Jr,j’ = hi (i.e., 
for every i, Li,j, 1 <j s d,, contains the same number of comparator modulesj. 
(Otherwise, an equivalent list satisfying this requirement can easily be constructed . 
using idempotence operations.) Note that EXECTIME( E) = Cy=, hi. At this moment, 
one should be able to observe that for every 1 s i c m and 1 s IS h,, 
Cj.3.19 ci.2 i 3 * - - 4 cn.d._i cm be cxemted in paq!!e!. Based or1 Lhis dmyvation, it ic 
reasonably easy to see that the 2..level list t’= 
(_. l ici,l,l ~i,i.f,T l . l Ci,dJ)( Ci,*,*CQ* . . . Ci,d,,*j. . . ( Ci91,,l, C,,YJ#, . . . t$,,,,,, j. . . j iS semantically 
ence, ther: exists a 
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Case 2 (K is parallel): Let E= (LJ& . . L,), where L, , I!&, . . . , L, are executed 
in paraiici and by definition we have EXECTIME(L) = MaxjSiS,, 
{ EXECTIME( &)I. Each Li is a sequential list of the form (Li ILi 2. . . Lid ), for some 
di 3 1, while each L,j is a parallel list of the form (Ci,j,r . . . C’~,j,~.~), for ‘some h,j 2 I. 
Without ioss of generaiity, we can assume that dj = d5 for all i. Note that the execution 
time for L is then clearly given as EXECTIME(E) = Maxr,i,,(di) ==d. Let 
(cl;j;lc~.j,Z~*=cl.j..r! .*~~~i.i_l~.i.Z~*~~.i.~,==~~k.i,l~k.i,2~~~&;ii~~ >=L_i, 
1’hen F = ( Li Li . . .‘k’J 
.I isjsd 
(I, is s-emantically equivalel;t iti L. F-urthermore, aye have that 
EXECTIME(L’) = d (= EXECTIlVIE(~)). Wence, there exists a k-level llsk, which 
is semantically equivalent to L viith the same execution time. The assertion then 
follows directly from the induction hypothesis. Cl 
In what follows, we show that in ar attempt to p551L-tl,k;lrLV ,,,il~i;= a seq5Jential trace T 7 
a maximum linearly dependent subseqLei.,_ Va 1 tlPPf3f Tpi~yS~~~~~i~~ t~le.Moreprecfseiy, 
the length (I( T)) of a maximum linearly dependent subsequence provides a lower 
bound for the pdki execuiion ihiie under a semantic preserving transformation. 
To show this, first recall that a linearly dependent subsequence C, , C,, . . . , Ck of 
a sequence trace T is a subsequence in which Ci - Ci+l, 1 c i < k. In other words, 
Ci and Ci+l T 1 s i < k, cannot commute with each other. Also recall that a semanti- 
cally equivalent trace of T is obtained by applying a finite number of idempotence 
and/cr commutative operations of T. As a consequence, the order C, , &. . . , ck 
must be preserved in any semantically equivalent trace (of T) (otherwise, an invalid 
commutative operation involving Ci and Ci+l would have been performed). Tlnere- 
fore, we have the following. 
Lemma 3.3 Let cl 9 cl9 . .- . ) c‘;c he a heady dependent subsequence of a sequential 
trace T. For every sequential trace T’, if T’ =s T, then T’ must also contain 
A. Given an arbitrary sequential trace T, /et L be a semantically equivalent 
multilevel list (of T). Then the (parallel) execution time of L is greater than or equal 
to l(T). 
. According to Lemma 3.2, there exists a Z-level semantically equivalent list 
L’ with the same execution time. Let L’= (L, L - J-A for SOme m, and h-3 b= 
tci,l ci,2* - * Ci,d,), 1 s i s m. Then EXECTIME( I)=nr. Let ‘&&*-*,~k be a 
maximum linearly ependent subsequence of the sequential trace T. C:ea?lgi, t( T) = 
k. According to L 
contain Cl&,*.., cording to the pidgecnholc prin- 
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elncna 3.5. Given a squedal tvare T, 
iisr with execution tune I( T). 
ANS produces a Nevel 
roof. Let L = ( L, L1 j) . . Lk j be the output of 
EXECTlhllE( E) = k. According to the defini 
must exist some Cr , CZ, . . . , C’. in I+, Lz, . . . , Lk, respectively, such that 
Cl&,..**, Ck die 'lirwliy depenbev!t. &rhxpxitiy, i(T) (the kngth of the 
maximum linearly dependent subsequence) no less than k. This together with the 
result of Lemma 3.4 yield the result that NSF0 produces a list 
wit!? euprlltion tim.e I( r). . ..I _ ..“‘I_ 0 
7‘hp foESo\r’ A .I_ x tng theorem follows immediately from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. 
Theorem 3.6. Given an arbitrary sequential trace T, the minimum (parallel) execution 
time oj T is 1( T). 
orollary 3.7. is ahvt optimal parallel tran$orm. 
iscussicm 
The motivation filr this paper stemmed from a critical analysis of a systolic design 
methodology as proposed in [3]. The methodology utilizes an enhanced version of 
the Ravel Transform to parallelize :squential systolic execution traces. The transfor- 
mation is d I-tin&mzrriai step in [heir design process. .Lils such, it is desirabie to 
provide a general optimality proof for a given ciass of algorithms as opposed to 
the case-by-case appr~~ach as proposed in [3]. This paper has provided such a 
general proof for the Ravel Transform as it applies to the class of algorithms 
expressed through sorting networks. 
We would like to thnak Anil Sharma for many helpful discussions concerning 
this paper. 
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